Cell shapes can be classified according to causes in two distinct groups depending on whether they are due to (1) passive deformation from the outside, or (2) active transformation by cellular activities. Examples of (1) are the configuration of cells closely packed into a confined space (e.g., blastomeres; epithelial cells, F. T. Lewis, 1933 ; plant meristem, Matzke, 1947) , following general geometrical rules and biologically of relatively minor interest. Class (2) can be subdivided into two types, namely, (a) deformations within a cell caused by its own internal products (e.g., local accumulation of secretion granules; fibrous protrusions, such as flagellae, sperm tails, etc.; crystalline endoskeletons, W. J. Schmidt, 1924); and (b) transformations of the whole cell body into elongate, discoid, a b C F t a~~~--e f. Series of cell forms observed in fibroblast cultures in vitro semidiagrammatic). ramified, etc., shapes (e.g., mesenchyme cells, neurons, chromatophores, glia cells). It is with this last group that we shall deal in the following. Figure 1 shows a graded series of cell samples commonly encountered in mesenchyme and connective tissues, both in the body and in tissue cultures. Observation has shown that these are widely interconvertible, that is, the same cell can assume one or another of these guises depending on circumstances. We shall subject this series to morphogenetic analysis in the outlined sense. This involves three steps. First, we must express the diverse shapes in appropriate parameters that will permit us to range them along a single quantitative scale. Next, we must try to correlate the observed morphological variations with some systematic variations either VOL. 38, 1952 265 within the cells or in the environment. Lastly, having succeeded in this, we must determine the physical basis, the "mechanism," underlying this correlation; for it is one thing to ascertain, let us say, that a cell moves the faster, the thinner the medium (e.g., Wiilmer,1933) , and another thing to explain just why. The direction in which to look for such an explanation was clearly pointed by earlier observations (Weiss, 1929) , in which the two extreme forms of the above series ( Fig. 1 ) were found to be characteristically associated with fluid-rich and highly condensed plasma media, respectively. Subsequent work (Weiss, 1934 (Weiss, , 1944a (Weiss, , 1945 Weiss and Wang, 1944) confirmed the dependence of cell shape and cell movement on the physical structure of the medium. This is schematically summarized in the following diagram (reproduced from Weiss, 1949) , which represents crudely the fibrin net of a clot, the lower part of which has been stretched, and which con- Effect of stretch (arrows) on the structure of the fibrin reticulum of a plasma clot and on the shape of cells contained therein. (From Weiss, 1949) . tains mesenchyme cells in its different regions (Fig. 2) . Where tension has aligned and condensed the fibrin (lower part), cells are bipolar and elongate in the direction of the fibrin strands, while in the relaxed portions (top), cells are multipolar and plump, with intergrades in the intermediate zones. These cell forms evidently correspond closely to the series pictured in figure 1. Yet, since the whole variety can also be observed, often side by side, in unstretched clots, one had to search for a more comprehensive explanation. The clue in this search was that the variety of cell forms was clearly correlated with some variable property of the medium, evidently one that varied systematically with stretch, but at random in ordinary clots.
Cell Parameters.-For a quantitative formulation of cell shape, we choose its deviations from the simplest form, the spheroid (which most cells resume prior to mitosis and after death). Ignoring the third dimension, all forms of figure 1 can be derived from a sphere by extending certain radii, varying in number and distribution: in a, there are 7 or 8 such major projections in relatively uniform distribution along the surface (multipolar cell); in b, there are 3 major ones, about equidistant (tripolar cell); in c, 3 major ones, of which two are almost antipodal to the third (pseudobipolar cell); and in d, e, f, 2 major ones (bipolar cell). The number of major processes thus furnishes us with one quantitative scale. As the number of processes decreases, bipolarity becomes more marked, and it becomes possible then to distinguish between length and width of the cell. We shall use the ratio of length over width as index of cell elongation. The shape of the similarly elongated nucleus can likewise be expressed by the ratio of longest over shortest nuclear diameter. These three variables will be designated in the following as N for number of major processes; EC for elongation of the cell body and En for elongation of the nucleus.
Factors of Deformation.-Deviation from sperical shape involves shifts of the cell content, with some parts extending, others receding. For instance, when a cell attaches itself to a flat surface, its border tends to expand in practically all directions at the same time, thus flattening the mass to a disk at the expense of height (cf. Weiss, 1944a) . Forms such as those in figure 1, on the other hand, result from the extension of the cell surface at relatively fewer points, where tongues of cytoplasm advance centrifugally, while the intermediate areas sag, assuming catenary contours. The active centrifugal movement in the elongating radii produces radial stresses, while the sagging parts of the surface come under tangential stress. These stress patterns can sometimes be made visible by impregnating the correspondingly aligned fibrous units in the cytoplasm with silver (e.g., Fig. 12 in Weiss, 1944a) or by observation under the electron microscope (Porter, Claude and Fullam, 1945) and thev are valuable clues to the mechanism of deformation; they are schematically indicated in figure 3 .
The protrusion of any part of the surface is opposed by the leveling forces of surface tension and elasticity. Therefore, in order for any protrusion to last more than just momentarily, the force and rate of its thrust must be high enough to overcome these opposing forces. Evidently, the average number of projections to be expected from any given cell will depend on the incidence of such break-throughs.
In surveying different cell types, it is noted that those listed above as Class 2a can often project long arms into structureless (liquid) media by virtue of endocellular fibrous or crystalline axial filaments. Unlike these, cells of Class 2b, with which we are here concerned, are devoid of solid endoskeletons and seem to be unable to form long processes without the aid of an outside support-generally speaking, of an interface-to which they can cling (cf. Weiss, 1945) . Surface protoplasm is drawn out along such interfaces by adhesive forces which vary with the gross physical properties and the subtler molecular relations along the contact surfaces and which may be lumped here for brevity under the common term of "interfacial tensions." Along a flat interface, marginal protoplasm will thus be drawn out as a thin veil with a broad front (W. H. Lewis, 1950; Weiss, 1944a) , while along a cylindrical interface, e.g., the surface of a fiber, it will be drawn out into a pointed filament. Without going into detail, it should be mentioned that the forces needed for the formation of such a cell process seem to be provided partly by the interfacial pull and partly by intracellular metabolic energy, neither of them sufficient to do the work alone (see below). Perhaps the interface, by orienting the movement of the protoplasmic surface, just aligns crucial molecular chains, and metabolic energy then links them by polymerization into a framework consistent enough to withstand retractive forces.
Be this as it may, the morphogenetic significance of the interface as such is well substantiated. Hence, any fiber of the extraneous medium that makes contact with, or pierces, the cell surface, will call forth a little pointed projection, vaguely comparable to the m;eniscus rising on a wire partly immersed in a wetting liquid. Now, once established, such a protrusion acts as a viscous flow, to which hydrodynamic considerations may be applied. That is, it exerts a draining suction on its surroundings in proportion to its momentum. In consequence, two or more projections extending concurrently from the same surface cannot proceed independently, but are in competitive interaction with one another, as well as with the cohesive and elastic forces of the system. They will contend for the influx of protoplasm among themselves according to their relative momentums, with the larger and stronger ones tending to drain (hence resorb) the smaller and weaker ones. The application of this principle of tug-of-war among cell processes to the mechanics of nerve fiber growth and branching has been presented previously (e.g., Weiss, 1941 Weiss, , 1944b . A general consideration of systems of this order leads to the following rules:
(1) An advancing process tends to prevent the emergence of another process within a certain radius around its base by competitive drainage. (2) This inhibitory effect declines with increasing distance from the base of the advancing column. (3) The effect increases with increasing mass and velocity of the advance. (4) Other processes already in existence within the drainage area can proceed if their mass and velocity are large enough to entertain a counter-drain. Otherwise they will be resorbed.
To these four dynamic rules must be added a fifth one based on a micromorphological consideration. If we assume that the formation of a cell process along an extraneous fiber involves the aligning of fibrous units in the cell in the direction of the advance, the probability of the emergence of a new process at a given contact point along the cell surface will vary inversely with the difficulty with which molecular realignment at that point can be brought about. The difficulty will be least where orientation is already predominantly perpendicular to the border (e.g., at the advancing front of a stream) while it will reach a maximum where the orientation is parallel to the border, particularly if the elements have become linked into larger surface-parallel chains. Rule (5) therefore states that a contact stimulus of given magnitude will be more likely to produce a local "microlesion" 4...~~~~~~~~~~~~...
Reaction of the cell surface (stippled) to contact with extraneous fibers of different sizes.
or breach of the cell surface if it is applied near the tip, than if it is near the flank, of a moving cell part. As reported in an earlier paper (Weiss, 1944a) , observations on phagocytosis point to the same conclusion, as granules are ingested only along those parts of the cell border that seem to possess a radial microstrufcture, but not across zones with tangential orientation (for supporting evidence, see also Hancox, 1949) . Relation between cell processes and texture of medium.-The five cited rules permit us to predict the conditions making for greater or smaller average numbers of processes in given cell types in a medium containing net-works of fibers such as the fibrin reticulum of a blood plasma clot. Figure 3 represents schematically small samples of three cell surfaces (cytoplasm stippled), each in contact with three equidistant fibrin threads (black) of identical (a) or different (b, c) size. In line with what was said above, we conclude that at each contact point a protoplasmic process will be sucked forth by interfacial tension, the draining force being proportional to the size of the fiber. Larger fibers thus have a competitive advantage over smaller ones. In figure 3a , all three fibers being of equal size, equilibrium is attained with the establishment of three processes. In figure 3b , the larger middle fiber weakens the processes along the two
Morphology of mesenchyme cells in three media of (from left to right) increasing plasma concentrations. outer ones. In figure 3c , the largest outflow along the bottom fiber will drain both the middle and the top processes. We may conclude then that for a given density of the fibrous fabric, the number of cell processes that can be sustained per unit surface will be the larger, the more uniform the fiber diameters are, and the smaller, the greater the diversity of fiber sizes. Furthermore, according to rule (5), the stronger the oriented flow (the larger the fiber), the smoother will be the edges. In consequence, the number of processes should vary inversely with the proportion of large fibers in the medium.
To test this assumption, we studied cell shapes in plasma clots prepared in a graded series of fibrin textures. The reactions to be expected are illustrated in figure 4 , showing in the upper row, a small segment of a cell border exposed to three clots of mounting fibrin concentrations, and in the lower row, the shapes displayed by the respective cells (for simplicity, cytoplasm and fibrin are not drawn to the same scale). As fibrin concentration increases from a to c, more and more elementary filaments combine into larger fibers, resulting in an increase of both the range of the fiber spectrum and the proportion of large fibers. These three diagrams, corresponding essentially to the three phases of figure 3, summarize the conclusion drawn above, that the higher the incidence of large fibers in the medium, the greater is the probability that the cell surface will be vigorously drawn out along one of them, thus automatically suppressing the formation of other sprouts for some distance. The diagrams thus lead us to expect an inverse statistical relation between coarseness of medium and average number of major cell processes.
Stated succinctly, the principle involved is as follows. Small fibers evoke weak protrusions with a small draining radius, hence, able to coexist without mutual interference even at close range. Larger fibers, evoking a larger outflow, establish a wider drainage field. Multiple extensions within such a common field, being in hydrodynamic and elastic competition, could only persist if all of them were of exactly identical strength, which would presuppose uniformity in the size of the guide fibers. The greater the range of guide fiber sizes, the less will be the chance for such an equilibration to occur, hence, the greater will be the probability that a single process will assume dominance. It is for this reason that we must expect the number of cell processes to be a function not only of maximum fiber size but also of the range of fiber sizes in the medium.
Experimental Tests.-Media of controlled texture were obtained by two different methods. In one set of experiments, culture media were made up of mixtures of fowl plasma and chick embryo extract in varying ratios, ranging from 10 to 90% plasma concentration. With increasing concentrations, the tendency of the fibrin filaments to aggregate to larger bundles rises steadily, thus providing us with textures of increasing coarseness. Although this series gives us the desired physical gradations, it also introduces chemical differentials due to the varying ratios of plasma and embryonic substances. Therefore, in a second set of experiments plasma and extract were mixed in equal amounts (40% plasma concentration), but coagulated at different pH over a range of from 5.6 to 8.0. It is known and has been crucially confirned by the electron micrographs of Hawn and Porter (1947) that the lower the pH, the coarser become the bundles of fibrin. This then provides us with a means of grading physical texture while keeping chemical composition constant. Since both series gave identical results regarding cell shape, physical texture is proved to be the relevant variable. VOL. 38, 1952 The cultures were standard heart fibrocyte cultures having been passed through five transfers to obtain cell strains of relatively uniform character. Clots coagulated at unphysiological pH values were quickly buffered back to normal by the growing tissue. Because surface and interior of a clot are vastly different in texture, only cells in the depth of the clot were recorded, excluding any that had spread along the coverslip or the air interface. Cells were measured in camera lucida drawings of either the living cultures or the fixed preparations. Samples were taken at random. The ranking of a given process as major (i.e., affecting cell shape significantly) or minor, is, of course, somewhat arbitrary, but since large numbers of cells were used and the same standards were applied in the rating through- figure 5 , they also fit a common curve. According to these data, therefore, as far as effects on cell morphology are concerned, the texture of a 10% plasma clot at normal pH is equivalent to that of a 40% plasma clot at pH 8, and an 80% clot at normal pH corresponds to a 40% clot at pH 5.
Number of Cell Processes.- Figure  6 presents a more detailed breakdown according to shapes of cell populations (2417 cells) in clots of graded plasma concentrations. On each ordinate are added the percentages of cells with 2, 3, 4 and 5 major processes. It can readily be seen that as plasma concentration rises, the average number of cell processes (N) declines steadily, again essentially in linear order and with a remarkable degree of regularity. The data thus bear out fully the prediction derived above from theoretical considerations.
Elongation.-Parallel with the reduction of major cell processes goes a progressive elongation of the cell, leading from multipolarity through pseudobipolarity to strict bipolarity and then continuing, within the bipolar range, to increasing slenderness (Fig. 1) Proportions of cells with 2 (black area; white circles), 3 (dense stippling; crosses), 4 (light stippling; dark circles), and 5 (white) major processes in clots of different textures. elongation (E,), i.e., the ratio of length over width, of the cell body. The nuclear proportions (En) conform to those of the cell body. Both series of values are plotted in figure 7 in relation to clot texture; open circles referring to plasma concentration (lower abscissa), full circles to pH at coagulation (upper abscissa). Clearly, the values of E, and those of En define each a single continuous function of non-linear character. It will be noted that the numerical relation between the concentration and pH scales is the same as in figure 5 . The fact that with this setting, the values of both experimental series fit the same curve, justifies the assumption that lower and upper abscissae are truly interconvertible in point of morphological effects of clot texture.
These are empirical curves. In view of the complex factors involved, it would be idle to try, at this early date, to interpret their detailed shape in physical terms. Yet, their general character can be derived from our theoretical concept. A bipolar spindle cell may be regarded essentially as two processes drawn out along a common fiber in opposite directions, with one tip leading, the other trailing, and the rest of the cell body stretched out between them. Acp H S C A L E cording to our assumption, the 30 8 - figure 7 demonstrate.
An unexpected feature revealed by these curves is the remarkable similitude between cellular and nuclear proportions. The ratio EC E. has an almost constant value for all observed cell shapes, averaging 3.4, with a range of from 3.1 to 3.8. This expresses a rather strict conformance of nuclear shape to the proportions of the cell body, but the mechanism by which this is brought about is not at all clear. It is apparent that PROC. N. A. S. the elongation of the nucleus is directly and quantitatively related to the polarized structure and movement of the surrounding cytoplasm, but in view of our great ignorance regarding the factors determining nuclear shape in general, it remains uncertain whether this is a matter of passive deformation or of an active nuclear rearrangement. The notion of a sheer passive lateral compression of the nucleus might seem questionable in view of the common observation that other spherical cell inclusions, such as fat globules, remain spherical; however, this difference could be accounted for by the difference in consistency between nucleus and fat globules, the former being gelated (to judge from motion pictures of fibroblast cultures), the latter liquid. Even though the meaning of the peculiar constancy of the value of EC En throughout the range of shapes observed remains obscure, the fact as such is noteworthy in connection with any future attempts to explain nuclear morphology.
Rate of Cell Movement.-In deriving elongate shape from the disparity in the rates of movement of the front and rear poles of the cell, the preceding chapter has already brought out the close relation between cell morphology and cell movement. As the cell elongates, the elastic strain within its cytoplasm (presumably in its fibrous framework) may be assumed to increase proportionately. The adhesive resistance of the rear end will be overcome when this strain has reached the proper magnitude, that is, when a certain critical length has been attained, and this will then be the shape in which we shall find the cell as a whole in locomotion. Just how the gliding type of locomotion characteristic of these cells (and similarly of nerve fiber tips) is achieved, is still rather obscure. It has been compared to the iocomotor mechanism of amoebae (W. H. Lewis, 1950) , but even the explanations offered for the latter are not yet fully satisfactory. For our obiects, both the motor mechanism and the source of the motile energy remain to be revealed. At present, the most appropriate assumption seems to be a dual source, lying partly in the interfacial tensions, partly in intracellular activities supported by metabolic energy. For the nerve fiber, such a dual "pull-push" mechanism of elongation has been suggested previously by one of us (see Weiss, 1944b) , and pending proof to the contrary, the fibroblast may be regarded in the same light. That is, we may assume that interfacial tension would provide the "lead force," and that metabolic energy, through some unknown intracellular mechanism would sustain the translatory movement.
On this assunmption, the rate of gliding should be mainly a function of the metabolic state of the cell, rather than of the size of the fibers serving as substratum. Elongation and locomotion thus do not necessarily follow the same rules.
Rate of migration was determined by tracing cells at the margin of a culture (always well inside the clot) after 24 and 48 hours of cultivation and determining their average hourly progress. Figure 8 gives the average rates obtained for 1582 cells so measured in graded plasma concentrations, as well as the values for the 10 fastest cells in each series. Both curves are identical in character. Their extrapolated origin at the null point is consistent with the fact that fibroblasts inside a liquid drop (0% plasma concentration) cannot move at all. The rate of progress then increases very rapidly with increasing plasma concentration, reaching a maximum of about 1 mm. per day near a plasma concentration of 40%, and retaining this value rather constantly throughout the higher concentration range.
In interpreting these curves, it is first to be noted that, as we indicated before, degree of elongation and rate of migration follow different rules, as the former continues to rise (Fig. 7) , even after the latter has leveled off. Moreover, since the increase of fibrin fiber size (pertinently reflected in progressive elongation) continues steadily through the whole concentration range, the fact that migratory rate in the upper range remains constant confirms our earlier supposition (see above) that locomotor rate would be independent of fiber size. If this is the case, then the drop of the curves of migratory rate in the lower concentration range must be ascribed to quite different causes than that of the elongation curves, a fact which is further accentuated by the opposite sense of the respective curvatures.
The slower migration in more dilute plasma can evidently be explained on the following grounds. The main clue is the realization that the data of figure 8 were obtained not by a continuous recording of the velocity of cell movement, but simply by measuring the total displacement of cells at the end of a 24-hour period. This would give us a true measure of actual velocity of motion only if cells were moving continuously and at a constant rate throughout the measured interval. However, if the movement is discontinuous, that is, if it is interrupted by stationary phases of unknown duration, slower progress would merely indicate more or longer stops without necessarily implying a slower basic rate. The incidence of such arrests is much higher in the lower plasma concentrations because of the greater frequency of divergent cell processes (Fig. la-c) , as explained earlier in this paper. It is obvious that no cell can advance in two different directions at the same time. Therefore, as long as such processes stalemate each other, the cell as a whole is stalled. Sooner or later one or the other of the competing projections wins out in the resulting tug-ofwar, the losing one is withdrawn and the cell can then proceed until the next bifurcation arises, producing another delay, and so on. Our curves, therefore, express cumulative delays rather than retardations of protoplasmic flow.
Another factor vitiating our "rate" curves is the irregularity of the course taken by a cell in any but a strictly oriented medium. Distances in our cultures (Fig. 8) Average and fastest migration rates over a 24-hour interval in clots of different textures. the same in both groups. The 1-mm. displacement between 24 and 48 hours of cultivation is in good accord with the maximum rate recorded in a preceding investigation (Weiss, 1945) for the second day of strictly oriented migration of Schwann cells along glass fibers embedded in plasma clots. But our data do not corroborate Willmer's (1933) contention that migration is slower in denser plasma clots. Since neither the experimental conditions nor the methods of measurement nor the sizes of the samples used in his and our experiments were comparable, it is impossible to determine the source of this discrepancy. On the other hand, results quite comparable to ours were obtained in amoebae (Pitts, 1933) , in which the rate of locomotor progress was found to be much slower during multipolar ("multipodal") phases than when they were in the bipolar ("monopodal") form.
Conclusions.-We have demonstrated, in the foregoing, the feasibility of resolving the morphology of a single cell type-the heart fibroblastquantitatively into terms of its morphogenesis. Pictorial description has been replaced by a number of curves, representing the whole variety of observed cell forms as function of a single variable-the physical structure of the medium. The trend of these curves, at the same time, has verified the basic assumption that the shape of cells of this kind can be derived from an understanding of the manner in which they react to fibrous substrata. It is significant to note that this deviation rests on statistical considerations, reemphasizing the thesis that morphogenesis, by its very nature, is largely statistical. Neither are the individual cells even of a pure cell strain all exactly identical, nor is any organic medium ideally uniform and homogeneous. All that is predictable, therefore, is the average constitution of the cells and the average structure of the medium, hence, the probability of observing a given morphogenetic response within a given range. To this way of thinking, rigid and microprecise determinism of cell shape is mere illusion. We figure 7 (signifying greater elongation) , lower viscosity or a lower modulus of elasticity or greater adhesiveness; an increase in the ordinate ratio between the upper and the lower curve of figure 7 (signifying reduced relative elongation of the nucleus), greater turgor or rigidity of the nucleus or reduced strength of the deforming forces in the cytoplasm; etc.-all of these for the particular test strain with reference to our standard strain. Similarly, it would be possible to detect within a given cell strain subtle alterations of physical properties attending differentiation, aging, somatic mutations or pathologic changes.
On the purely technical side, our results illustrate plainly the dangers inherent in the uncritical use of the. spread of tissue cultures as a measure of growth. Considering that the increase in area is primarily a result of cell migration, and bearing in mind the complex dependency of the rate and amount of migration upon physical properties of both the cell body and the medium, it is plain that whenever an agent, drug, radiation, etc., has been observed to affect the rate of expansion, this cannot be safely interpreted as an effect on growth as such unless the agent in question has been proved to affect neither the texture of the medium nor such physical conditions in the cell as are relevant to its mode and rate of spreading. The interdependence between cell configuration and cell growth pointed out on a previous occasion (Weiss, 1949) calls for additional caution in the assaying of so-called growth stimulants and growth inhibitors by geometric measurements on tissue cultures.
Summary.-The various cell shapes exhibited by a sample cell type the heart fibroblast in tissue culture-have been expressed on a single quantitative scale and explained in terms of the reaction of the cell to the fibrous texture of the medium. The texture of the fibrin reticulum was varied systematically in two graded series, one of plasma concentrations, and the other of pH values at coagulation. Measurable criteria of cell shape (number of cell processes; frequency of bipolars in the population; average ratio of length over width of cell body; nuclear elongation) were found to vary accordingly and in the predicted sense. Rate of-migration could likewise be related to plasma texture. It has thus been possible, at least for this object, to resolve in principle static cell morphology into quantitative terms of the dynamics of cell morphogenesis. 
